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Abstract—To overcome the short flight duration of drones,
research on in-flight inductive power transfer has been recognized
as an essential solution. Thus, it is important to accurately
estimate and control the attitude of the drones which operate
close to the charging surface. To this end, this paper proposes an
attitude estimation method based solely on the motor current
for precision flight control in the ground effect region. The
model for the estimation is derived based on the motor equation
when it rotates at a constant rotational speed. The proposed
method is verified on the simulations and experiments. It allows
simultaneous estimation of altitude and pitch angle with the
accuracy of 0.30 m and 0.04 rad, respectively. The minimum
transmission efficiency of the in-flight power transfer system
based on the proposed estimation is calculated as 95.3 %, which
is sufficient for the efficient system.

Index Terms—attitude estimation, ground effect, in-flight in-
ductive power transfer

I. INTRODUCTION

Drones have been increasingly utilized in many aspects of
human society. There are many promising applications where
the drones have to operate in the desirable route. A typical
application is security surveillance with the mission schematic
shown in Fig. 1. In the diagram, charging the battery every lap
is needed, which deteriorates the drone’s operating rate. To
realize the continuous monitoring capability, a lot of drones
are required; however, this increases system cost a lot to assign
enough drones to complete the mission.

Although much research has been conducted to extend the
flight duration, an inductive power transfer for flying drones
[1], [2] is the most effective way to increase the operating rate
in fixed route operations. The diagram of the in-flight inductive
power transfer system is shown in Fig. 2. In this system, the
drones fly near the transfer coils placed on the roof or wall,
and they are wirelessly powered while monitoring the area.

This system makes it challenging to avoid power deviation
and efficiency deterioration because drones fly along the
transmitter coils while fluctuating, as shown in Fig. 2. Previous
studies realize the constant power transfer by controlling the
converters [3], [4]. However, they assumed that the mutual in-
ductance fluctuates, so does not consider improving efficiency
just by suppressing the mutual inductance deviation.
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Fig. 1. Security mission with in-flight inductive power transfer.
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Fig. 2. Deterioration of the coupling coefficient k without precise attitude
control on in-flight inductive power transfer system.

To maintain the stability and high efficiency of in-flight
power transfer, it is essential to precisely estimate and control
both the altitude and attitude of the drone body. This would be
great challenge due to the existence of the ground effect (GE),
which happens as the drones fly closely to the transmitting
coils. As a basic study toward in-flight power transfer for
drones, the focus of this paper is to develop suitable estimation
algorithm. Although the ultrasonic sensor has sufficient ability
for altitude measurement near the ground, angle measurement
is not precise enough for advanced motion control [5]. For
more precise estimation, the sensor fusion mainly combined
with the inertial measurement unit (IMU) is utilized [6]. In [7],
Svacha et al. focused on the motor speed as the additional
information for the proposed model-based sensor fusion to
enhance the performance; however, the GE was not addressed



by the aforementioned studies.
With respect to the above discussion, this paper shows

that by properly addressing the GE, the motor current can
be effectively utilized to estimate the drone attitude via a
model-based algorithm. Previous researches only mentioned
the infinite model between the motor current and the altitude
in the GE region, which shows no current is flowing when the
altitude is zero. This paper proposes a new finite motor current
model which can show a non-zero current in the GE region
based on [8]–[10], which discusses the finite thrust model in
the GE region. The model is identified experimentally. Then,
attitude estimation with the proposed model is validated in the
simulations and experiments.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the proposed model for attitude estimation from
the motor equation is proposed. In section III, the proposed
method is verified in the simulations. In section IV, the
proposed method is verified in the experiments. In section V,
the conclusion is shown, and future studies are mentioned.

II. MODELING AND PROPOSED ATTITUDE ESTIMATION

In this section, the attitude estimation method with the
motor current model is proposed. First, previous studies about
the in-GE motor power and thrust force model are introduced.
Second, a motor current model for the GE region is proposed
based on the motor equation and finite thrust model, and the
attitude estimation relation for the altitude and the pitch angle
is derived from the proposed motor current model. Finally,
the test bench dynamics is explained for the simulations and
experimental evaluation of the proposed method.

A. Previous studies about motor power and thrust force model
in GE region

In 1937, Betz proposed in [11] that the ratio of in-GE motor
power to out-GE motor power is expressed as[

P

P∞

]
F=const.

=
2z

R
, (1)

where P , P∞, z, and R are the power of the drone, out-GE
motor power of the drone, altitude of the propeller, and the
propeller radius, respectively. This equation is only correct
when z ≪ R. In 1955, Cheeseman and Bennett proposed
another expression of the aforementioned ratio in [12] as[
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The above equation is derived from aerodynamic theories, such
as blade element theory (BET). In 1976, Hayden proposed in
[13] that the ratio is expressed as[
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(
2R
z

)2 , (3)

where A and B are the function coefficients, respectively,
which are determined experimentally. These models assume
that the required power is zero on the ground. However, this
assumption is not suitable to describe the drone motion at the
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Fig. 3. Propeller operational diagram in ground region.

ground level. Even if the altitude is zero, the drones need the
thrust force to fly. Consequently, a certain power is required
to rotate the propeller. The in-GE motor current model, which
shows a non-zero value on the ground, is needed to estimate
attitude from the model precisely. Unfortunately, no model has
been proposed to satisfy such purpose.

The same situations occurred in the field for the modeling
of in-GE thrust; the estimated thrust value surges with the
previous in-GE thrust model, so many researchers tackled the
finite thrust model.

In that situation, the finite in-GE thrust model is proposed
in [8]–[10] by He et al. as[

F

F∞

]
P= const.

= 1 + Cae
−Cbz/R, (4)

where the maximum ratio of thrust Ca is calculated as

Ca =

√
192Clασθ0 + 9Clασ

2 − 3Clασ

32θ0 + 3Clασ −
√
192Clασθ0 + 9Clασ

2
, (5)

where Clα , σ, and θ0 are the lift coefficient, solidity of the pro-
peller, and collective pitch angle of the propeller, respectively.
Cb shows the profile of the in-GE induced velocity. It can be
calculated based on aerodynamic theories, such as BET. In the
paper, Ca is calculated from the propeller geometry, and Cb is
experimentally determined. In this paper, the model parameters
are experimentally validated. Using this finite model, the in-
GE motor current model, which shows a non-zero value on
the ground, is derived in the next part.

B. Proposed finite motor current model with respect to ground
effect region

In this part, the finite motor current model is derived,
assuming the constant battery voltage. The motor equation is
written as

Jω
dω

dt
+Dωω = KτIm − CQω

2 − TC , (6)

where Jω , Dω , ω, Kτ , Im, CQ, and TC are the motor
inertia, motor viscosity, rotational speed, torque coefficient,
motor current, counter torque coefficient, and coulomb torque,
respectively. When the motor is operating at the constant



rotational speed ωc, the below equations are established:

KτIm = CQω
2
c +Dωωc + TC ≈ CQω

2
c ,

∴ Im =
CQ

Kτ
ω2
c . (7)

The approximation is validated because Dωωc, TC ≪ CQω
2
c .

When the drone is flying out-GE region, the thrust force
needed for the flight F is equal to the calculated output of
the propeller force Fe (F = Fe). Based on BET when the
propeller rotational speed is ωe, the thrust force is expressed
as

Fe = CFω
2
e , (8)

where CF is the thrust coefficient. From (7),

Im∞ =
CQ

Kτ
ω2
e (9)

is derived, where Im∞ is the out-GE motor current. From (8)
and (9) and F = Fe,

Im∞ =
CQ

KτCF
F (10)

is calculated.

When the drone is flying in the GE region,

F = CIGEFe (11)

is derived, where CIGE is the in-GE thrust coefficient, and it
is written as below based on (4) in this paper:

CIGE = 1 + Cae
−Cbz/R. (12)

From (7), (8), and (11),

Im =
CQ

KτCF
· F

CIGE
(13)

is calculated. Finally, from (10) and (13),[
Im
Im∞

]
F= const.

=
1

CIGE
=

1

1 + Cae−Cbz/R
(14)

is derived. The coefficient of (14) is experimentally identified
for each propeller as shown in Fig. 4. The identified values
are shown in Table. I. The direct current component of the
measured motor current is extracted by Fourier fast transform,
and the coefficients are adjusted by least squares method.

From (14), the altitude at the propeller is expressed with
the motor current as

z = g(Im) = − R

Cb
log

{
1

Ca

([
Im∞

Im

]
F= const.

− 1

)}
.

(15)
In this paper, the proposed attitude estimation method is
implemented for the bench system of two-degree-of-freedom
drone as shown in Fig. 5. Based on (15), each propeller altitude
z1 and z2 is calculated, and the altitude of the gravitational
point z and the pitch angle θ as shown in Fig. 5 are estimated
as

z =
z1 + z2

2
, θ = h (z1, z2) = arcsin

(
z1 − z2

2l

)
. (16)
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Fig. 4. Identification result of the proposed motor current model.
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Fig. 5. Two-degree-of-freedom drone model.

In the experiments, nonlinear recursive least squares (RLS)
[14] is implemented to prevent the estimation deterioration
due to the fluctuation of the measured motor current.

C. Test bench dynamics

The motion of the bench system in Fig. 5 is described by
the following equations:

m
d2z

dt2
+ c

dz

dt
= F1 cos θ + F2 cos θ −mg = Fz −mg,

(17a)

J
d2θ

dt2
+D

dθ

dt
= F1l − F2l = Tθ, (17b)

where F1, F2, Fz , Tθ, m, c, J , D, l, and g are the thrust
force of propeller 1, thrust force of propeller 2, total thrust
force affecting the body in parallel to the gravitational force,
total torque affecting the body, total mass of the body, motor,
and propeller, drag coefficient of the body, inertia of the
body, rotational viscosity of the body, pitch moment arm,
and gravitational constant, respectively. Besides, the below
relations between F1, F2 and Fz , Tθ are established:[

Fz

Tθ

]
=

[
cos θ cos θ
l −l

] [
F1

F2

]
= A−1

[
F1

F2

]
, (18a)[

F1

F2

]
=

[
1

2 cos θ
1
2l

1
2 cos θ − 1

2l

] [
Fz

Tθ

]
= A

[
Fz

Tθ

]
. (18b)

Based on (17), the nominal plant of the vertical motion and
pitch motion can be defined as

Gz =
1

ms2
, GJ =

1

Js2
. (19)

These nominal plants are utilized to design the controllers in
the next section.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of simulation system.

III. SIMULATIONS

Simulations are conducted to verify the proposed method.
First, the simulation system is introduced based on the block
diagram as shown in Fig. 6. Second, attitude estimation with
the proposed model is conducted in simulations.

In Fig. 6, zref , θref , Tz,ref , Tθ,ref , T1,ref , T2,ref , ω1,ref ,and
ω2,ref show the reference value of the altitude at the center of
gravity (COG), pitch angle, thrust at the COG, moment around
the COG, thrust at propeller 1, thrust at propeller 2, angular
velocity at propeller 1, and angular velocity at propeller 2,
respectively. z and θ show the measured value of the altitude at
the COG, and pitch angle, respectively. ωe1, ωe2, Fe1, and Fe2

show the rotational speed of propeller 1, rotational speed of
propeller 2, thrust without GE at propeller 1, and thrust without
GE at propeller 2, respectively. Function f(ω) is expressed
as (8) and f−1(F ) is expressed as the inverse of (8). The
GE is implemented as (4). Cz and Cθ are designed as a PID
and PD controller based on (19), respectively. Each controller
is designed by multiple root pole placement, and each pole
are set at 10 rad/s and 30 rad/s, respectively. The motor
model is implemented based on [15]. The disturbance observer
(DOB) is implemented for the altitude controller because the
viscosity is large in the experimental bench system [16]. Other
parameters in Fig. 6 are shown in Table. I.

Simulation results to verify the attitude estimation method
with the proposed model are shown in Fig. 7. The simulations
are conducted assuming in-flight inductive power transfer
system. In the simulations, the drone starts to fly at 0 s and
hovers at 0.3m height which is in the GE region. At 20 s,
the pitch angle rises to 0.05 rad, which demonstrates the
forward flight, and goes down to 0.0 rad while maintaining
the same height. In this condition, the distance between the
transfer coil and receiver coil is assumed to be 0.1m, and
the coupling coefficient of the system, which means that the
coupling strength between the transfer coil and receiver coil
is assumed to be 0.10, which is the reasonable value for the
efficient inductive power transfer.

Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the altitude responses. In the
state condition, the maximum error of the altitude estimation
is below 3mm, which is sufficient for the efficient in-flight

TABLE I
SIMULATION PRAMETERS.

Parameter Value

Torque Coefficient 1 Kτ1 66.4mNm/A
Torque Coefficient 2 Kτ2 65.1mNm/A

Inertia of Motor with Propeller 1 Jω1 0.4 kgm2

Inertia of Motor with Propeller 2 Jω2 0.392 kgm2

Motor Viscosity 1 Dω1 4.6 µms/rad
Motor Viscosity 2 Dω2 4.51 µms/rad

Counter Torque Coefficient 1 CQ1 9.56 µNms2/rad2

Counter Torque Coefficient 2 CQ2 9.88 µNms2/rad2

Coulomb Torque 1 TC1 2.4mNm
Coulomb Torque 2 TC2 2.35mNm
Total Mass of Body, Motor, and Propeller m 7.0 kg
Drag Coefficient of Body c 1.0mNs/m

Inertia of Body J 2.34 kgm2

Rotational Viscosity of Body D 0.1 µNms/rad
Pitch Moment Arm l 0.63m
Rotor Radius R 0.34m

Thrust Coefficient CF 0.399mNs2/rad2

Ground Effect Coefficient 1 CaP1 / CaP2 3.11 / 2.20
Ground Effect Coefficient 2 CbP1 / CbP2 3.56 / 2.97

inductive power transfer. Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) show the pitch
angle responses. In the state condition, the maximum error of
the pitch angle estimation is below 0.04 rad, which is also
sufficient to the in-flight inductive power transfer. Figs. 7(e)-
7(g) show the motor rotational speed response, thrust response,
and motor current response, respectively. In these figures, it is
observed that the differences are increased when the reference
value of the pitch angle is non-zero. It can be seen that the state
values in Figs. 7(e)-7(g) do not coincide because the motor
parameters are not the same in the simulations. However, the
differences are normalized with the out-GE motor current Im∞

shown in Fig. 4 Therefore, the motor parameters deviations do
not affect the estimation performance in the simulations.

The simulation results with model parameter errors and the
same reference input of the attitude are shown in Table. II.
The estimation errors and root mean square deviation (RMSD)
are shown in Table. II. Can and Cbn are the nominal model
parameters. It is assumed that the nominal parameters deviate
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of altitude and pitch angle estimation. (a) Altitude z (b) Altitude estimation error ez (c) Pitch angle θ (d) Pitch Angle estimation
error eθ (e) Angular velocity of motor ω (f) Thrust F (g) Motor current Im

TABLE II
EVALUATION RESULTS OF PARAMETER ERRORS.

Altitude error / RMSD Pitch angle error / RMSD

Without Model Errors 2mm / 10mm ±0.04 rad/s / 6.79 rad/s
Can = 1.05Ca, Cbn = 1.05Cb −10mm / 12.9mm ±0.04 rad/s / 6.69 rad/s
Can = 1.05Ca, Cbn = 0.95Cb 23mm / 24.1mm ±0.04 rad/s / 7.30 rad/s
Can = 0.95Ca, Cbn = 1.05Cb −20mm / 20.6mm ±0.04 rad/s / 6.49 rad/s
Can = 0.95Ca, Cbn = 0.95Cb 12mm / 14.2mm ±0.04 rad/s / 7.39 rad/s

from the actual coefficients Ca and Cb. From Table. II, it is
observed that the maximum errors of the altitude and the pitch
angle are 23mm and ±0.04 rad/s.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the experimental validation is conducted in
the bench system as shown in Fig. 8. The bench system con-
sists of the two propellers, linear encoder, rotational encoder,
controller, and power supply. The controller for the bench
system is the same for the simulations as shown in Fig. 6.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. Figs. 9(e)-9(g)
show the reference value of the motor rotational speed, thrust,
and motor current, respectively. There exist signal fluctuations
due to motor vibration and sensor noises.

Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show the altitude responses. The esti-
mations are conducted based on the fluctuating motor currents
shown in Fig. 9(g), so nonlinear RLS mentioned before is
implemented. Its forgetting factor is 0.9985 for each propeller.
From Fig. 9(b), the state maximum error of the altitude estima-
tion from the measured altitude value is −0.03m and RMSD
of the error is 0.0391m. When the drone flies at 0.30m, the
coupling coefficient k and the transmission efficiency of the
inductive power transfer system η as shown in Fig. 9(h) is 0.10
and 96.7%, respectively. If there is an altitude deviation of
0.03m, the coupling coefficient varies between 0.07 and 0.13

Propeller 1

Propeller 2

Linear Encoder

Power Supply

Rotary Encoder

Controller

Fig. 8. Drone bench system for experimental validation.

[17]. This deviation of the coupling coefficient leads to the
deviation of the transmission efficiency from 95.3% to 97.5%,
which is sufficient for the efficient inductive power transfer. As
shown above, the estimation has the enough performance for
the efficient inductive power transfer. Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d)
show the pitch angle responses. In the state condition, the
maximum error of the pitch angle estimation is below 0.04 rad
and RMSD of the error is 0.0130 rad, which is also sufficient
for the in-flight inductive power transfer.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel motor current model
based on the motor equation at the constant rotational speed
and finite thrust model. It is shown that the proposed model
can fit the measured results, and estimation performance of
the model is validated with the simulations and experiments.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results for altitude and pitch angle estimation. (a) Altitude z (b) Altitude estimation error ez (c) Pitch angle θ (d) Pitch Angle estimation
error eθ (e) Angular velocity of motor ω (f) Thrust F (g) Motor current Im (h) Transmission efficiency of the inductive power transfer system at ω = 85 kHz,
R1 = 108mΩ, R2 = 32.5mΩ, L1 = 236 µH, L2 = 18.9 µH on the resonance condition η

The estimation errors are 0.30m maximum with respect to
the altitude, and 0.04 rad maximum with respect to the pitch
angle in the experiments. These estimation errors might lead
to the efficiency deviation from 95.3% to 97.5%, which is
enough for the efficient inductive power transfer.

In the future, the proposed method will be extended by
considering the fusion of the current sensor with the other
motion sensors, such as the IMU, ultrasonic sensor, and on-
board vision system. In parallel, the robustness of the proposed
method for the model parameter errors is investigated. The
estimated attitude will be applied for the precise flight control
scheme on the in-flight inductive power transfer system. The
demonstration of the in-flight inductive power transfer with
a real vehicle is also conducted as the demonstration of the
precise flight control near the ground.
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